family discovery guide
A Chinese garden is full of interesting things to discover. Can you find these? Good luck!

Many creatures make Lan Su their home. How
many different creatures can you see on your
visit?

There are many wonderful large rocks in the
garden from Lake Tai in China. This one has
writing on it which says Music in Stone.

Lan Su’s Lake Zither has fish, a small boat, water
plants, and a water fall. What is your favorite part
of the lake?

A garden such as Lan Su would have been part of
where a family lived. Find the place where the family
would remember loved ones and offer them their
favorite things.
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Can you find this tiny forest? It is called penjing.
Imagine yourself very small resting under one of
the trees—that is what they would do in China.

Flowers bloom throughout spring. Find a flower
you like best that is blooming during your visit.

As the sun shines, look for how shadows are
“painted” on the white walls.

Do you know this game? It is the Chinese chess
game called Wei Chi and now is played around
the world.

The Chinese invented the process for making
porcelain pottery and are known worldwide for
their blue and white designs. Look for this one.

It is the Year of the Dog. Can you find this dog?

Find this mosaic stone pattern made-up of
geometric shapes. Do you feel the stones
underneath your feet?

There are many pine trees in the garden. You
can hear water flowing by this one. Pine trees
symbolize living a long time.

Find this small child’s hat decorated with a lion
that protects.

Look for this big leafed plant. Often, the
shape of a leaf helps to tell us what type of
plant it is. This is a rhododendron.

Each building has a beautiful poetic name in
Chinese. Look for this sign with three Chinese
characters. It reads Hall of Brocade Clouds.

Try to find mushroom shapes in the
furniture. Mushrooms are also a symbol for
long life in China just like the pine tree.

